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Abstract: The main goal of the present paper is to improve the X-model used for day-ahead electricity
price and volume forecasting. The key feature of the X-model is that it makes a day-ahead forecast
for the entire wholesale supply and demand curves. The intersection of the predicted curves yields
the forecast for equilibrium day-ahead prices and volumes. We take advantage of a technique for
auction curves’ transformation to improve the original X-model. Instead of using actual wholesale
supply and demand curves, we rely on transformed versions of these curves with perfectly inelastic
demand. As a result, the computational requirements of our X-model are reduced and its forecasting
power increases. Moreover, our X-model is more robust towards outliers present in the initial auction
curves’ data.
Keywords: energy economics; energy forecasting; econometric modeling; electricity supply;
electricity demand

1. Introduction
Due to the fact that electricity markets are becoming increasingly more competitive, many
participants of these markets seek to optimize their trading strategies and minimize their risk exposure.
As a result, the field of electricity price forecasting has developed considerably over the past decades.
Following [1], a large amount of methods has been created to solve a variety of forecasting problems.
These methods are based on a wide range of possible modeling approaches and thus have their
particular advantages and disadvantages.
Predicting price spikes has proven to be one of especially important issues in the field of electricity
price forecasting. These low-probability and high-impact events not only influence bidding strategies
of market participants, but also affect electricity production and consumption schedules. As a result,
many forecasting models were designed with the aim to capture these price spikes well. In fact,
relevant for the present paper are two groups of price forecasting models: time series-based and
structural ones.
The former group can be represented by ARX-type models standard in electricity price forecasting.
The latest iterations of these models were described in, e.g., [2] or [3] for day-ahead and intraday
electricity markets. Moreover, GARCH-type models as in, e.g., [4], [5] or [6] have proven to be suitable
for the forecasting of price spikes in the Spanish, Italian, and U.K. markets, respectively. Jump diffusion
models (as in, e.g., [7–9], or [10]) and regime switching models (see, e.g., [11–14], or [15]) have also
been applied successfully to predict electricity prices in a variety of settings.
On the other hand, the family of models in the latter group is extensive and more diverse. To keep
the literature review concise, the focus will be placed on models that study supply and demand curves
in an electricity market. The work in [16] described the price process in the Alberta and California
markets using the real-world auction data. The work in [17] conducted a study of Californian electricity
prices by taking advantage of latent supply and demand curves. To estimate the curves, the authors of
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the paper relied on temperature data, seasonality factors, and gas availability. Models by, e.g., [18,19]
followed a more functional approach and were driven by real auction curves’ data. Moreover, there
exists a field of more structural approaches to modeling the auction curves. For example, the work
in [20,21] use bid stacks to determine electricity spot prices on the basis of power demand and prices
of generating fuels.
However, time series-based models typically neglect fundamental dependencies present in
the electricity market. In turn, structural models usually do not take substantial advantage of the
underlying historical data. A model that bridges the gap is the so-called X-model developed by [22].
More specifically, the X-model uses a time series-based approach to make a prediction for entire
day-ahead wholesale supply and demand curves. The intersection of the predicted auction curves
yields a forecast for equilibrium prices and volumes. It follows that the X-model includes the properties
of both time series and structural analyses.
More importantly, there have been many advances in the field of modeling of wholesale supply
and demand curves in electricity markets. For example, the work in [23] proposed another functional
approach to model the wholesale supply and demand curves. Using the example of the Italian
electricity market, the authors of the paper suggested to treat each curve as a single structured object
in a functional space and use the autocorrelation between the curves to conduct a forecast for the
entire curves. A similar functional model (albeit only a parametric one) was developed in [24] and
was applied to the Italian gas market. The work in [25] measured the influence of clean energies on
electricity prices in the German market. In doing so, the model in [25] added or subtracted amounts of
renewable supply from the initial auction curves’ data. As a result, the model shifted the wholesale
auction curves to produce results. A similar approach was followed by [26] who studied the impact
of errors in renewable energy forecasts on intraday electricity prices. The work in [26] obtained the
results by shifting the day-ahead auction curves to approximate the intraday auction curves. The work
in [27] relied on the findings of [28] to manipulate the observed wholesale auction curves and derive a
fundamental model of the German electricity market.
The present paper extends the field of modeling of the wholesale auction curves and provides
presumably the first improvement of the X-model. More specifically, the paper is based on the concept
elaborated by [19]. Following this concept, it is possible to transform initial wholesale auction curves
into their analogues with perfectly inelastic demand. Important is the fact that the equilibrium price is
the same before and after the transformation. We show that using the X-model on the transformed
auction curves, i.e., predicting the transformed day-ahead wholesale supply and demand curves
instead of the original ones, allows the forecasting accuracy of the X-model to be improved and
its computational burden to be decreased. Moreover, the improved X-model becomes more robust
towards outliers present in the initial auction curves’ data.
The paper has the following structure. The remainder of the present section discusses the paper
by [19] and comments on the main idea of the present paper. Section 2 is divided into three subsections.
The first one provides institutional details of the German day-ahead wholesale market; the second
one comments on data sources; and the third one discusses data filtering. Section 3 is devoted to the
methodology. This section first provides a detailed general description of the modified X-model and
then elaborates on steps for developing the model. Section 4 presents the obtained results. Section 5
concludes the paper and discusses possibilities for further research.
Main Idea
As was mentioned earlier, the concept of the wholesale auction curves’ transformation described
in [19] lies in the core of the present paper. An application of the concept to day-ahead wholesale
supply and demand curves observed in the German electricity market is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A wholesale market equilibrium in the EPEXSPOTSEon 2017-02-01 at 00:00:00 (left plot) vs.
its manipulated form with an inelastic demand curve (right plot).

The intuition behind the concept is based on the fact that, besides the wholesale market, there
exists a bilateral market for electricity trading. Electricity producers and consumers are directly
connected with each other in this market. Therefore, if prices in the bilateral market are higher than
prices in the wholesale market, some electricity suppliers decide to abstain from the production of
electricity. Instead, they try to buy electricity in the wholesale market. Hence, the wholesale demand
curve is elastic because some market participants are sensitive to the wholesale market price. However,
if we assume that electricity suppliers cannot use wholesale arbitrage opportunities, only a few market
participants actually are price sensitive.
Thus, as [19] suggested, the existence of two parallel markets complicates the process of electricity
markets’ modeling. To avoid complications, the work in [19] proposed to assume that all orders
in the wholesale demand curve were of an arbitrage nature. Under this assumption, it is possible
to shift all wholesale demand elasticities to the supply side. As a result, the demand curve turns
inelastic. Moreover, equilibrium volume increases because the transformed supply curve incorporates
the shifted demand orders. The equilibrium price, however, remains unchanged. Therefore, the
transformed auction curves better reflect the fundamental market equilibrium because they take into
account the existence of arbitrage orders.
There are two key benefits of the modified X-model with the transformed auction curves relative
to the original X-model. First, predicting only one point instead of the entire demand curve requires
a much smaller amount of computational time. Second, the modified X-model is less dependent on
outliers present in the original auction curves’ data. This holds because outliers can occur in each
segment of the wholesale demand curve. The forecast of the wholesale demand can thus accumulate
these outliers and lose its accuracy. On the contrary, the forecast of the inelastic demand cannot
be affected by such a cumulative effect. Therefore, outliers in the initial auction curves influence
the original X-model more than the modified one. As a result, the modified X-model yields more
precise results.
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2. Data
2.1. Institutional Details of the German Electricity Market
The EPEX SPOR SE runs several electricity trading auctions in the German bidding zone.
The timing of these auctions and their detailed description is provided in, e.g., [29] or [30]. The focus
of the present paper will be placed on the day-ahead auction for hourly products. This auction takes
place on a daily basis at 12:00 a day prior to the day of delivery. Market participants submit their
bids to a system that acts as an auctioneer and establishes 24 equilibrium prices for the following day.
To determine these prices, the system draws 24 combinations of day-ahead wholesale supply and
demand curves on the grounds of the submitted bids. The intersections of the curves coincide with the
announced prices. In turn, the prices are revealed as soon as possible starting at 12:42 on the day the
auction clears. The maximal bid price in the German day-ahead market is equal to Pmax = 3000, and
the lowest bidding price amounts to Pmin = −500.
Besides the day-ahead auction, several other trading venues exist in the German electricity market.
Among them are continuous and non-continuous intraday markets for hourly and quarter-hourly
products. The balancing market exists to account for discrepancies between final electricity supply
and demand volumes. Furthermore, in addition to the wholesale market, electricity is also traded via
OTCcontracts.
2.2. Data Description
The present study was conducted on the day-ahead wholesale auction curves’ data from the
German EPEX SPOT SE (see [31,32]). An example of the observed curves is illustrated on the left-hand
side of Figure 1. It is important that the auction curves are constructed by aggregating price-volume
combinations submitted by market participants to the electricity exchange. To ease further notation,
S,1
we denote the bid volume at price Pmin in the supply curve as Yd,h
and the ask volume at price Pmax
D,1
in the demand curve as Yd,h
where d and h are time indices. Thus, to build the supply curve at time
S,1
point (d, h), volume Yd,h
is first taken as a starting point. The bid volumes at prices ( Pmin , Pmax ] are
S,1
then one-by-one added as increments to Yd,h
to draw the supply curve. The demand curve at (d, h)
D,1
is then constructed analogously. Volume Yd,h
is taken as a starting point, and ask volumes at prices
D,1
( Pmax , Pmin ] are incremented one-by-one to Yd,h
to finalize the demand curve.
Additional datasets were obtained from the ENTSOE(see [33]). These datasets included wind
and solar power forecasts and total load forecast. The in-sample period extended from 2016-01-01
to 2017-01-01. The out-of-sample period was the year 2017. The data were clock-change adjusted.
The missing hours in March were calculated using the two values before and after them. The average
value of the two double hours in October was taken to account for the clock-change.

2.3. Data Filtering
There were two clusters of outliers present in the original data. The first cluster was detected
in
time series, the second one in Y D,1 . The fact that these clusters are outliers becomes apparent
S,γ
D,γ
1 = P
given that, e.g., observations Yd,h and Yd,h at prices PS1 = Pmin + 5 and PD
max − 5, respectively,
Y S,1

S,1
did not have any peculiarities. For instance, the volume size Yd,h
in the starting point of the supply
S,γ

curve at time point 2016-04-01 00:00:00 equals 316 (MWh), and the corresponding volume size Yd,h at
PS1 amounts to 16,904.77 (MWh). Naturally, only the latter number corresponds to a realistic order size
posted by a market participant. In total, 252 outlier observations were clustered between 2016-03-31
22:00:00 and 2016-05-18 00:00:00 in the values of Y S,1 , and 845 outlier observations were clustered in
between 2016-04-01 07:00:00 and 2016-05-20 20:00:00 in the values of Y D,1 . No observations outside
of these clusters exhibited outlier behavior. Hence, from an economic standpoint, it is possible that
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market participants tried to bid unrealistic volumes at the extremes of the auction curves in the hope
to get very profitable deals.
Please note that these outliers influence the functioning of the X-model. This happens because
S,1
D,1
they lie in the starting points Yd,h
and Yd,h
of the auctions curves. As was mentioned in the previous
S,1
subsection, the auction curves are constructed by incrementing volumes over the starting points Yd,h
D,1
and Yd,h
of the curves, i.e., by adding volumes at prices ( Pmin , Pmax ] to the volume sizes at Pmin and
Pmax for the supply and demand curves, respectively. Therefore, if the volume forecasts for the starting
points are influenced by outliers, the predictions for the entire curves, too, will be affected. In other
words, if the outliers are not processed correctly, the forecasted supply and demand curves are shifted
away from the true equilibrium because volumes at prices ( Pmin , Pmax ] are incremented over wrongly
S,γ
D,γ
predicted starting points. Furthermore, it is technically possible to directly use volumes Yd,h and Yd,h
as starting points to construct the auction curves. The performance of the model will not be greatly
reduced in this case because equilibrium prices almost never reach their extremes at Pmin or Pmax .
To clean the outliers, a method proposed by [34] was used. A typical expert-type regression model
similar to [35] or [36] was constructed. The model has the following specification:


0
C,1
Yd,h
= βCd,h Z Cd,h + εCd,h

(1)

C,1
where d and h are time indices; C = (S, D ) denotes supply and demand curves, respectively; Yd,h

stands for an electricity volume in the starting point of a curve; βC
d,h is a vector of regression coefficients
C,γ

C,1
C,1
C,1
1
6
7
and Z C
d,h = (1, Yd−1,h , Yd−2,h , Yd−7,h , DoWd , DoWd , DoWd , Yd,h ), where DoW denotes a weekday
dummy. Thus, the outliers’ processing model includes lags of 1, 2, and 7 and Monday, Saturday,
and Sunday dummies. Moreover, the model is extended with additional regressors represented by the
S,γ
D,γ
1 = P
values of Yd,h and Yd,h at points PS1 = Pmin + 5 and PD
max − 5 for the supply and demand curves,
S,γ

respectively. Note that in a normal (non-outlier) case, the values of Yd,h for the supply curve and
D,γ

S,1
D,1
Yd,h for the demand curve are usually very close to Yd,h
and Yd,h
, respectively. Therefore, including
S,γ

D,γ

Yd,h and Yd,h in the outliers’ processing model allows the precision of the model to be improved
substantially.
3. Methodology
3.1. General Description of the Modified X-Model
The X-model does not rely on equilibrium price and volume time series to carry out a day-ahead
forecast of electricity prices or volumes. Instead, the X-model forecasts the entire day-ahead wholesale
supply and demand curves. Since these curves are used to settle wholesale market prices, the
intersection of the predicted curves yields a price or volume forecast. As was mentioned earlier,
the modified version of the X-model is based on the transformed wholesale auction curves with
perfectly inelastic demand. Therefore, the auction curves’ transformation as described in [19] is the
first step to be undertaken.
Second, to make a prediction of the entire day-ahead supply curve at time period t + 1, the model
first selects several points on this curve. These points correspond to predefined price levels and in the
original paper by [22] were referred to as price classes. The price classes are selected as follows. First,
an average supply curve over T in-sample observations is computed. Then, MS prices are selected on
this curve. The goal when choosing these prices is to ensure that that the horizontal distances between
the selected price-volume combinations are identical. In other words, an equidistant volume grid is
applied to the average supply curve to derive the price classes. Of course, the greater the number MS
of the price classes is, the more accurate the forecast becomes, but the higher the computational burden
of the model is. Furthermore, given that the demand curve is perfectly inelastic, there is only one price
class on the demand side. Hence, MD = 1.
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Third, historical volume sizes are recalled for each of the M = MS + MD price classes. As a result,
M time series with wholesale volumes at the corresponding price levels are drawn. A day-ahead
forecasting model is then applied to each of the time series separately. As a result, the forecasts deliver
MS price-volume combinations on the supply curve and an MD = 1 price-volume combination for the
demand at t + 1.
Then, the obtained volume forecasts for t + 1 in each of the MS price classes are combined
together (or, loosely speaking, connected with one another into one curve) to create a forecast for
the entire supply curve at time period t + 1. It is important that MS price-volume combinations
are not connected with each other with MS − 1 straight lines. A more sophisticated method called
supply curve reconstruction is used to retain the form and structure of the supply curve. Finally, the
intersection between the predicted supply and demand curves is determined to produce the day-ahead
price and volume forecasts at t + 1.
3.2. Transformation of the Auction Curves
The first step in deriving the modified X-model is to transform the wholesale supply and demand
curves. The formulas for the transformation are taken directly from [19]. To simplify our notation, we
consider both auction curves as functions of the market price. The inelastic demand curve can thus be
represented as:
1
Deminelastic
= WSDem−
t
t ( Pmax )

(2)

where WSDem is a function that denotes the demand curve in the wholesale market. The equation for
the transformed supply curve reads:
1
−1
−1
−1
Sup−
t ( z ) = WSSupt ( z ) + WSDemt ( Pmin ) − WSDemt ( z )

(3)

where WSSup is a function that denotes the supply curve in the wholesale market.
3.3. Defining the Price Classes
Having transformed the auction curves, it is possible to apply the X-model and carry out price
and volume forecasts. Please note that the formulas below are almost identical to those in the original
paper by [22] to ensure the comparability of the original and modified X-models. However, the applied
transformation of the auction curves requires us to focus only on the supply side because the demand
curve is represented by a single point. As a result, we can omit many indices in the formulas below.
Hence, the less sophisticated appearance of the mathematical part of the present paper is another
simplification of the original X-model.
To construct the X-model, we need to determine price classes on the transformed supply curve.
The price classes, as has already been mentioned, are points on the supply curve that correspond to
certain prices and to which volume forecasting models are applied. The price classes are selected by
first computing an average supply curve over T in-sample observations. To obtain this curve, we need
to define a grid of prices P , which have at least one positive bid volume during the in-sample period.
Thus, it holds that P = { P ∈ P|Vt ( P) > 0} where P denotes a grid of all possible possible prices in
1
the interval from Pmin to Pmax and V stands for volumes on curve Sup−
t . We then compute average
volumes over T in-sample observations at prices P as:
V ( P) =

1
T

T

∑ Vt ( P)

t =1

where P ∈ P .

(4)
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−1

Given the above expression, writing the equation for average curve Supt
period yields:
Sup

−1

∑

( P) =

over the in-sample

V ( p) where P ∈ P

(5)

p∈P
p≤P

Finally, we apply an equidistant volume grid with a step of V∗ = 500 mW to the inverse Sup(V )
−1

of curve Sup ( P). This allows us to define the price classes as C = {Sup(iV∗ )|i ∈ N}. As a result, the
application of the equidistant volume grid with the selected size of V∗ to the derived average supply
curve Sup(V ) yields MS = 19 price classes.
Of course, the method of applying an equidistant volume grid to the average supply curve may
appear too simple for determining the price classes. However, despite its simplicity, the method proves
to be relatively efficient. Following an example illustrated in Figure 2, it is clear that the number of
price classes is greater in the flatter segments of the transformed supply curve and is smaller in the
steeper segments. However, note that the equilibrium price is typically realized in the flatter segments
of the supply curve. Therefore, using the equidistant volume grid allows us to focus on more important
sectors of the supply curve without using any sophisticated techniques. Furthermore, there is no
certain mathematical reason for choosing the size of V∗ . The selected value of V∗ must allow us to
obtain such an amount of price classes that their number is (a) sufficient enough for approximating the
supply curve relatively precisely and (b) is not too large and is thus not computationally inefficient.
There were MS = 16 price classes in the original paper by [22]. Given that there is only one price
class on the demand side in our case (as compared to MD = 16 in the original paper), we can use the
spared computational time to select more price classes on the supply side and thus improve the quality
of our supply forecast. The defined MS = 19 price classes C are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. The defined MS = 19 price classes C .

−500.0
25.9

−250.0
30.0

−100.1
34.0

−76.1
39.1

−15.8
49.4

3.6
81.0

10.0
200.0

13.6
1871.9

19.2
3000.0

22.3

(c)

Furthermore, we define volume size XS,t in price class c ∈ C as:
(c)

XS,t =

∑

Vt ( P) where c ∈ C

(6)

P∈P (c)

and the inelastic demand volume XD,t is given by:
XD,t = Deminelastic
.
t

(7)

Thus, the total amount of variables that we need to forecast equals M = MS + MD = 20.
(c)

Equation (6) has a critical implication for the functioning of the X-model. Note that volume XS,t
incorporates the sum of the volumes present in between price classes c and c − 1. Hence, as Section 2.2
suggests, the way the X-model builds the forecasted supply curve is similar to the way the actual
1 in price class c = 1 is taken as
wholesale supply curve is constructed. More specifically, volume XS,t
1
the starting point. The volumes in the following price classes (2, ..., MS ) are added to the value of XS,t
as increments to draw the entire supply curve.
The above description implies that outliers present in the initial supply curves’ data are
accumulated in the forecast for the entire supply curve. If an outlier occurs in the price class c,
not only the volume forecast for price class c is going to be affected. This outlier also affects the part of
the supply curve in the segment from c + 1 to MS . This holds because the volumes in price classes
(c)

{c + 1, ..., MS } are incremented over an influenced-by-an-outlier volume forecast for XS,t . Hence, an
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entire part of the supply curve is going to be shifted due to the presence of an outlier in one price class
c. Moreover, if outliers occur in several price classes (e.g., c and c + N where N < MS ), then the impact
of these outliers is accumulated in the segment from c + N + 1 to MS of the supply curve.
Of course, both the supply and demand curves in the original X-model suffer from the above
described problem. On the contrary, the demand curve in the modified X-model is represented by only
one point. Therefore, outliers cannot be accumulated in the demand forecast of the modified X-model.
As a result, our model is more robust towards outliers and is thus more accurate than the original
X-model.
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Figure 2. A wholesale market equilibrium in the EPEX SPOT SE on 2017-02-01 at 00:00:00 with
transformed auction curves and highlighted price classes. The left-hand side of the figure shows the
entire auction curves recorded at the time point. The right-hand side of the figure plots the same curves,
but focuses on the equilibrium between them.

3.4. Time Series Model
The forecasting model described below will be applied to carry out volume forecasts for each of
M = 20 price classes. The model is analogous to the one in the original paper by [22] and is a simple
ARX-type process with 5 external regressors. The external regressors are wholesale day-ahead market
prices and volumes, as well as forecasts for electricity generation, wind, and solar power supply.
Please note that in our case, the equilibrium volume coincides with the value of the inelastic demand
function. Therefore, to account for the equilibrium volume separately, we consider the difference
between the equilibrium volume in the setting with the transformed curves and the initial wholesale
Deminelastic

volume,WS
d,h
volume = X
equilibrium volume, i.e., Xd,h
− Xd,h
. The time series for the modified X-model
d,h
with inelastic demand is then:



price
generation
(c)
volume
solar
Xd,h =
XS,d,h
, XD,d,h , Xd,h , Xd,h
, Xd+1,h
, Xdwind
(8)
+1,h , Xd+1,h
c∈C

which in this case includes M + 5 = 25 variables.
To capture the seasonal structure, a weekday dummy Wk (d) is introduced. We assume that
W (d) is a function that yields a number corresponding to the day of the week d and k is a day index
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with, e.g., k = 1 for Monday. Therefore, Wk (d) equals 1 if W (d) < k and Wk (d) = 0 if W (d) ≥ k.
More specifically,
(
Wk (d)

1,

W (d) < k

0,

W (d) ≥ k

(9)

Since we estimate the time series model by a BIC-based LASSO technique (for more, see [37,38]),
the underlying data should be standardized. Therefore, we have to subtract the means from the original
process, i.e., Y d,h = X m,d,h − µh where µh = E( X d,h ). Therefore, the model under consideration can be
written as follows:
M 24

Ym,d,h =

∑∑

7

∑

φm,h,l,j,k Yl,d−k,j +

l =1 j=1 k ∈Im,h (l,j)

∑ ϕm,h,k Wk (d) + ε m,d,h

(10)

k =2

where φm,h,l,j,k , ϕm,h,k , and Im,h (l, j) are sets of lags and ε m,d,h is an error term. As in the original
2 . Please note that I
paper, the latter term is supposed to be i.i.d. with constant variance σm,h
m,h ( l, j ) is
defined as:



{1, 2, 3, ..., 36}, m = l and h = j

Im,h (l, j) =

{1, 2, 3, ..., 8}, (m = l and h 6= j) or (m 6= l and h = j)


{1}, m 6= l and h 6= j

(11)

where the choice of lags and the corresponding motivation was elaborated at length in the original
paper by [22]. More specifically, the process Ym,d,h for price class m at hour h includes: (a) 36 days of
autoregressive lags, (b) values on 8 previous days at hours other than h, (c) values on the previous day
at all hours in classes other than m, and (d) load, wind, and solar forecasts at all hours of the same day
and at hour h on up to 7 days back.
To estimate β-coefficients, we used the R-package glmnet, which was described in, e.g., [39].
b
e coefficients can be written
The corresponding mathematical representation of scaled and estimated β
as follows:
n

b
e
β
m,h = arg min
β ∈R

pm,h

∑



e m,d,h
em,d,h − βX
Y

2

pm,h

+ λm,h

∑ |βj |

(12)

j =1

d =1

where Xm,d,h = (Xm,d,h,1 , ..., Xm,d,h,pm,h )0 is a pm,h -dimensional vector of regressors, βm,h is a
em,d,h denotes response variables, λm,h stands for a penalization
corresponding vector of coefficients, Y
parameter, and the tilde denotes a standardized version of a variable with its variance being scaled to
one. Moreover, please note that non-standardized versions of the coefficients can be obtained easily
by rescaling.
The volume forecast for the next day is thus given by:
M 24

bm,n+1,h =
Y

∑∑

∑

l =1 j=1 k∈Im,h (l,j)

7

bm,h,l,j,k Yl,n+1−k,j +
φ

∑ ϕbm,h,k Wk (n + 1).

(13)

k =2

b1,n+1,h , ..., Y
bM,n+1,h to compute
Then, we need to add sample means to the obtained values of Y
b
b
the final day-ahead volume forecast X1,n+1,h , ..., X M,n+1,h . However, to calculate a precise forecast
for the next day, simply adding mean values to the above-defined process is not sufficient. We thus
followed the procedure used in the original paper and ran a residual-based bootstrap simulation with
B = 10,000 bootstrap samples. Hence, we sampled from residual vector b
εd,h = (ε 1,d,h , ..., ε M,d,h )0 only
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over the days d. We then used the mean of the simulated results to finalize the computation of our
point forecasts.
3.5. Supply Curve Reconstruction
Application of the above described model to each of M = 20 time series yields day-ahead forecasts
for the inelastic demand and for MS = 19 points, which lie on the forecasted supply curve. Therefore,
to complete the forecast for the entire supply curve, we need to connect the predicted MS price-volume
combinations with each other, i.e., draw a curve out of the predicted points. However, we want to
retain and replicate the shape of the actual supply curve in our forecast. As was argued in the original
paper or in, e.g., [26], the shape of the supply curve may influence electricity prices significantly. Hence,
we did not simply draw a line over the predicted points. Instead, we relied on a more sophisticated
technique. This technique was referred to as curve reconstruction in the original paper and has the
following definition:
V̌d,h ( P) =

R ( P )V ( P )
(c)
XS,d,h
∑Q∈P (c) R( Q)V ( Q)

(14)
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where R( P) = 1 if a price occurs at least two times a day and R( P) = 0 otherwise. Therefore,
Equation (14) allows us to divide prices in price grid P into two categories. The first category includes
prices at which market participants did not bid often (i.e., at least two times a day). The formula
neglects these prices in the further calculation. On the contrary, the volume predicted within a given
price class is distributed over the prices in the second category. The more often market participants
placed their bids at a particular price, the greater the share of volume assigned to this price would
be. As a result, the formula retains the non-linear structure and composition of the original supply
curve. Please note that reconstructing the demand curve is not necessary since this curve is perfectly
inelastic. Moreover, Figure 3 provides a graphical representation of the predicted vs. actual curves
after the curve reconstruction was carried out. From the figure (especially between price classes 49.4
and 81.0), it can be seen clearly that price classes are connected with curved lines.

20000
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Quantity (MWh)

50000
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35000
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45000
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Figure 3. Market equilibrium forecast on 2017-02-01 at 10-00-00. The left-hand side of the figure shows
the entire auction curves recorded at the time point. The right-hand side of the figure plots the same
curves, but focuses on the equilibrium between them.
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Finally, the forecast for the entire supply curve can be defined as:
Šd,h ( P) =

∑

V̌d,h ( p) for P̌d,h

(15)

p ∈ P̌d,h
p≤P

where P̌d,h = { P ∈ P | R( P) = 1}. The price forecast is then an intersection between the above defined
DA = Š−1 ( X
b D,d,h )
supply curve and the inelastic demand curve, i.e., Pbd,h
d,h
4. Results
To ease the notation, we will denote the original X-model by xmodoriginal and the modified
X-model by xmodmodi f ied . Furthermore, the study was extended with a simple naive benchmark (as in,
e.g., [40]) denoted by naive. The naive model assumed that the value at t + 1 was equal to the value at
t. Moreover, following the findings of, e.g., [41] or [42], we considered an equally weighted mixture of
the original and modified X-models. This mixture was referred to as a combined X-model and had the
original
modi f ied
specification xmodcombined
= 0.5 ∗ xmodd,h
+ 0.5 ∗ xmodd,h
.
d,h
To test the performance of the models, a rolling window study was conducted. The size of the
window was equal to 24 h, and the out-of-sample period was the year 2017. The yearly comparison of
the models is provided in Table 2. Please note that our definitions of the MAE and RMSE values were
analogous to those in the original paper or in, e.g., [43] and can be written as:
1
MAE =
24D

D

24

∑∑

DA
DA
| Pd,h
− Pbd,h
|

and

d =1 d = h

v
u
u 1
RMSE = t
24D

D

24

∑∑

d =1 h =1



DA − P
bDA
Pd,h
d,h

2

(16)

DA is an actual day-ahead price, P
bDA is a price forecast of a model, D = 364, and h is an
where Pd,h
d,h
hour index. Thus, Table 2 shows explicitly that the naive model had the worst performance in the
comparison. Moreover, the modified X-model had the lowest MAE and RMSE values, even lower than
those of the combined X-model. The better accuracy of the modified X-model can be explained by the
model’s ability to better process outliers. This ability was especially important given that the X-model
was designed to better capture price spikes. Besides the superior performance, the modified X-model
delivered results ca. three times quicker than the original X-model. Naturally, the improvement was
present because the amount of forecasted variables was almost twice smaller in the modified version of
the X-model. Please note that execution speed may vary depending on the specification of the LASSO
model and its parameters.

Table 2. Comparison of the yearly MAE and RMSE values of the naivebenchmark, the original
X-model ([22]), the modified X-model with an inelastic demand curve, and an equally weighted
mixture of the original and the modified X-models.

naive
xmodoriginal .
xmodmodi f ied .
xmodcombined .

MAE

RMSE

Average Execution Time (min)

9.97
6.21
5.12
5.28

11.90
7.54
6.45
6.47

4.34
1.40
-

Furthermore, the MAE and RMSE values of the three X-models for each of the 24 h of the day
are provided in Figure 4. The naive model was neglected in this figure due to the fact that its MAE
and RMSE values were much higher than those of the X-models. As can be seen clearly from Figure 4,
the modified X-model outperformed the original X-model during each hour of the day. In turn, the
combined X-model had lower MAE values than the modified X-model during the hours 9, 20, 21, and
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16
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xmodoriginal
xmodcombined

xmodmodi f ied
xmodoriginal
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4

3

Hourly MAE Values

8

9
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22. Moreover, the hourly RMSE values of the combined model were lower than those of the modified
X-model only during the hours 9 and 20.
To determine best model, we used the DM-test formula as defined in [44]. The loss differential
between models A and B for hour h was set to δd,h,A,B = Ld,h,A − Ld,h,B where Ld,h is the loss function of
a model at hour h of day d. The respective loss functions of models A and B are LA,d,h = |b
ε A,d+i,h | ϕ and
ϕ
LB,d,h = |b
ε B,d+i,h | , where ϕ = 1, 2 to compare the models with respect to both absolute and quadratic
errors. The t-statistic of the DM-test is defined as t DM = δ̄h,A,B /σδ̄,h,A,B where δ̄h,A,B = D1 ∑dD=1 δd,h,A,B
and σδ̄,h,AB denotes the standard deviation of δ̄d,h,A,B . The conducted DM-test proved that the modified
X-model outperformed the original X-model over the course of the year 2017 (the corresponding
p-value was equal to 2 × 10−9 ). In fact, the results of hourly DM-tests indicated that the modified
X-model was significantly better than the original X-model during each of the 24 h of the day.
Furthermore, hourly DM-tests were conducted to compare the modified X-model xmodmodi f ied
with the combined X-model xmodcombined . The obtained results are presented in Figure 5. The figure
demonstrates that the latter model was significantly better than the former one during the hours 9 and
20 with respect to absolute errors. However, the combined X-model did not significantly outperform
the modified X-model with respect to quadratic errors. A possible reason for this result is that the
modified X-model was more robust towards outliers than the original X-model. Moreover, the fact that
even the mixture of the two models failed to outperform the modified X-model significantly during
most of the hours was yet another indication of the superiority of the modified X-model over the
original one.

5

10

15
Hour

20

5

10

15

20

Hour

Figure 4. Hourly MAE (left-hand side) and RMSE (right-hand side) values of the modified X-model
(xmodmodi f ied ), the original X-model (xmodoriginal ), and the combined X-model (xmodcombined ).
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Figure 5. p-values for each hour of the day of the comparison of the models xmodmodi f ied vs.
xmodcombined according to the DM-test. As can be seen from the figure, the modified X-model
outperformed the combined X-model during most hours of the day.

5. Conclusions
The goal of the present paper was to improve the original X-model derived by [22]. The
improvement was based on the technique developed by [19]. This technique allowed us to transform
the wholesale supply and demand curves into their analogues with a perfectly inelastic demand curve.
We showed that modifying the X-model by means of this technique led to a significant improvement
of the final results.
More specifically, the modified X-model was shown to work faster. A decrease of the execution
speed was achieved because the demand curve after the transformation was represented by only one
point instead of several price classes. Moreover, the modified version of the X-model was shown to be
more robust towards outliers present in the initial auction curves’ data. Due to the way the auction
curves were constructed by the electricity exchange, outliers were accumulated in the forecast for
both the supply and demand curves in the original X-model. However, the cumulative effect was not
present in the demand curve of the modified X-model. Therefore, the modified X-model yielded more
accurate forecasts.
There are two possible ways to improve the X-model further. The first one is related to the issue of
outliers. As was elaborated earlier, outliers are accumulated in the forecast for the entire supply curve
in the modified X-model. This happens because the volumes in price classes (2, ..., MS ) are added as
S,1
increments to the volume Yd,h
in the first price class. As a result, the entire segment (c, ..., MS ) with
c > 1 of the supply curve is going to be shifted if there are outliers in any of price classes (1, ..., c).
To mitigate the problem, the following can be done. First, the last price class MS (i.e., the one at Pmax )
should be taken as the starting point for building the supply curve. In this case, volumes in price
classes ( MS − 1, ..., 1) are going to be incremented over the volume in price class MS . Then, an average
S,M
S,1
of the two supply curves with starting points Yd,h
and Yd,h S , respectively, should be calculated. Hence,
computing an average of two curves with opposite starting points allows the cumulative effect of
outliers to be reduced. Analogously, a point in the middle of the supply curve can be taken as a
starting point.
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The second way concerns the selection of the price classes. The currently implemented method is
rather simplistic and can be replaced with a more sophisticated technique. More specifically, applying
an equidistant volume grid to an average supply curve does not provide any technical justification for
selecting particular price classes. Instead, conventional clustering methods such as, e.g., the K-means
algorithm or support vector machines can be used to select price classes.
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